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ABSTRACT
Nonnegative matrix factorisation (NMF) with β-divergence is a popular method to decompose real world data. In this paper we propose mini-batch stochastic algorithms to perform NMF efficiently
on large data matrices. Besides the stochastic aspect, the mini-batch
approach allows exploiting intensive computing devices such as general purpose graphical processing units to decrease the processing
time and in some cases outperform coordinate descent approach.
Index Terms— Nonnegative matrix factorisation, GPGPU,
multiplicative rules, online learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Nonnegative matrix factorisation (NMF) is a popular data decomposition method [1]. NMF indeed allows obtaining meaningfull decompositions that are well suited to the underlying structure of the
processed data. Over the past years, owing to these assets NMF has
been used in a wide variety of applications ranging from text analysis [1], to electroencephalogram decomposition [2, 3], image processing [4], blind source separation [5, 6], music transcription [7]
machine listening [8] or speech processing [9, 10].
When considering a large amount of data, applying NMF can
quickly become computationally demanding. Therefore, over the
years, a substantial amount of work has been dedicated to the design of fast and low complexity optimisation algorithms for NMF.
These methods include the approaches based on coordinate descent
(CD) [11, 12] and the fast hierarchical alternating least squares
method (FastHALS) [11] where each coordinate is optimised sequentially. Other examples include the distributed approaches [13]
that could allow one to take advantage of distributed computation
architectures and more recently online approaches [4, 14] inspired
the stochastic gradient approach [15] where the decomposition is
updated on a subset of the data drawn randomly. Most of these
approaches focus on the minimisation of a least square criterion that
assumes a Gaussian noise model.
When considering real world signals, it is often the case that the
noise model is not Gaussian but can be a Poisson distribution or a
Gamma distribution in which case the generalised Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence [16] and the Itakura-Saito (IS) divergence [17] can
be more appropriate, respectively.
CD-based approaches have been extended to the KL problem [11, 12] but to our best knowledge the IS problem was never
considered. The multiplicative updates rules (MU) first introduced
for the Euclidean distance [1] and later extended to the KL divergence [18] can be generalised to the β-divergence that encompasses the Euclidean distance, the KL divergence and the IS diverThis work was partly funded by the European Union under the FP7LASIE project (grant 607480).
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gence [19, 20]. Therefore, MU rules became increasingly popular
when dealing with real world signals and in particular audio signals.
However, MU rules can be computationally demanding and are
generally outperformed by gradient descent based approaches when
considering cost functions based on the Euclidean distance.
In this paper, we propose mini-batch methods for accelerated
MU rules. These approaches are inspired by the work based on online learning for the Euclidean distance [4, 14] and on the stochastic
average gradient approach (SAG) [21]. Besides, these approaches
can be run on devices with constraint memory allowing for exploitation of general purpose graphical processing units (GPGPU). When
dealing with matrices operations (which is essentially the case in
MU rules), GPGPU significantly decrease the processing time further compared to central processing units (CPU) and can outperform
CD based approaches even with Euclidean distance cost.
This paper is organised as follows. The notations and the general NMF problem are introduced in Section 2. CD for Euclidean
distance and KL divergence are briefly described in Section 3. In
Section 4 we propose mini-batch approaches for MU rules in the
general case of the β-divergence and consideration about GPGPU
implementation are exposed in Section 5. We present the experiments results and discussion in Section 6 and conclusions are exposed in Section 7.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NOTATIONS
×N
. Without loss of
Consider the (nonnegative) matrix V ∈ RF
+
generality we consider here that V is the time-feature space representation of a time series where N the number of frames and F is
the number of features per frames. The goal of NMF [1] is to find a
factorisation for V of the form:

V ≈ WH

(1)

×K
and K is the number of compo, H ∈ RK×N
where W ∈ RF
+
+
nents in the decomposition. The NMF model estimation is usually
considered as solving the following optimisation problem:

min D(V|WH)
WH

s.t. W ≥ 0, H ≥ 0

(2)

where D is a separable divergence such as:
D(V|WH) =

F X
N
X

d([V]f n |[WH]f n ),

(3)

f =1 n=1

with [.]f n is the element on the nth column and the f th line of a matrix and d is a scalar cost function. Similarly let [.]:n and [.]f : be the
nth column and the f th row of a matrix. A common choice for the
cost function is the β-divergence [19]. Popular cost functions such as

the Euclidean distance, the generalised KL divergence [16] and the
IS divergence [17] are all particular cases of the β-divergence (obtained for β = 2, 1 and 0, respectively). The use of the β-divergence
for NMF has been studied extensively in Févotte et al. [20]. In most
cases the NMF problem is solved using a two-block coordinate descent approach. Each of the factors W and H is optimised alternatively. The sub-problem in one factor can then be considered as a
nonnegative least square problem (NNLS) [22]. Two different approaches are considered here to solve these NNLS problems: the
coordinate descent approach [11, 12] and the MU rules [1].
3. NMF WITH COORDINATE DESCENT
The main idea in the coordinate descent (CD) method is to update
one coordinate at a time until convergence. Recently a method called
FastHALS was proposed to solve the NMF with Euclidean norm
with CD [11] and an extension to KL was later proposed in Hsieh
et al. [12]. Both these methods are described below and are used as
baseline for performance evaluation.

Algorithm 1 CD for the Euclidean norm (FastHALS)
×N
Require: V ∈ RF
, max epoch
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: for ep = 0; ep < max epoch do
3:
Compute WT W and WT X
4:
for n = 1; j ≤ N do
5:
for k = 1; r ≤ K do
6:
Update [H]kn with (6)
7:
end for
8:
end for
9:
Compute HHT and XHT
10:
for f = 1; j ≤ F do
11:
for k = 1; r ≤ K do
12:
Update [W]f k with (7)
13:
end for
14:
end for
15: end for
16: return H, W

3.1. Euclidean distance

Algorithm 2 CD for the KL divergence

The goal in CD for NMF is to solve alternatively the set of one variable sub-problems deriving from (3). For (k, n) ∈ [[1, K]] × [[1, N ]]
solve (4). Then for (f, k) ∈ [[1, F ]] × [[1, K]] solve (5) (see also
Algorithm 1).
1X
min
([V]f n − [WH]f n − [W]f k [H]kn )2 s.t. [H]kn ≥ 0
[H]kn 2

×N
, max epoch
Require: V ∈ RF
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: for ep = 0; ep < max epoch do
3:
Compute WT W and
4:
for n = 1; j ≤ N do
5:
for k = 1; r ≤ K do
6:
repeat
7:
Update [H]kn with (8)
8:
[WH]:n ← W[H]:n
9:
until Convergence
10:
end for
11:
end for
12:
Compute HHT
13:
for f = 1; j ≤ F do
14:
for k = 1; r ≤ K do
15:
repeat
16:
Update [W]f k with (9)
17:
[WH]f : ← [W]f : H
18:
until Convergence
19:
end for
20:
end for
21: end for
22: return H, W

f

(4)
1X
([V]f n − [WH]f n − [W]f k [H]kn )2
min
[W]f k 2
n

s.t.

[W]f k ≥ 0
(5)

A full pass through the data is referred to as an epoch to avoid confusion with local iteration (on the coordinate of the matrices or on the
mini-batch in the next section). The number of epochs performed by
the algorithm is controlled by a parameter. Each one variable subproblem can be solved exactly. The solutions of these problems lead
to the following update rules [11]:


[WT WH − WT X]kn
[H]kn ← [H]kn −
(6)
T
[W W]kk
+


[WHHT − XHT ]f k
[W]f k ← [W]f k −
,
(7)
T
[HH ]kk
+
where [.]+ is the half-wave rectifying operator [.]+ = max(., 0).
3.2. Generalised Kullback-Leibler divergence

4. BETA-NMF WITH MULTIPLICATIVE UPDATES

A similar approach can be applied to NMF with KL divergence except that now the sets of one variable sub-problems do not have a
closed form solution [11, 12]. However, the cost functions are twice
differentiable, therefore, the sub-problems can be solved with Newton method which lead to the following update rules [12]:


P
[X]f n
f [W]f k (1 − [WH]kn )

(8)
[H]kn ← [H]kn −
P [X]f n [W]f k
f



[W]f k ← [W]f k −

P

[WH]2
kn

+



[X]f n
n [H]kn (1 − [WH]kn )

P [X]f n [H]kn
2
n [WH]
kn
+

.

(9)

The MU rules introduced in Lee et al. [1] for the Euclidean distance
were obtained using the heuristic which consists in expressing the
gradient of the cost function (2) as the difference between a positive
contribution and a negative contribution. The MU rules then have
the form of a quotient of the negative contribution by the positive
contribution. These updates rules were later generalised to the KL
divergence [18] and the β-divergence [20] leading to the following
expressions:


WT (WH)β−2 ⊙ V
H←H⊙
WT (WH)β−1

(10)

W ← W⊙




(WH)β−2 ⊙ V HT
;
(WH)β−1 HT

(11)

where ⊙ is the element-wise product (Hadamard product) and division and power are element-wise. The matrices H and W are then
updated according to the alternating update scheme described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Basic alternating scheme for MU rules
×N
Require: V ∈ RF
, β, max iter
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: for it = 0; it < max iter do
3:
Update H with (10)
4:
Update W with (11)
5: end for
6: return H, W

4.1. Cyclic mini-batch updates
The standard update scheme (described in Algorithm 3) requires the
complete matrix V. When considering time series with a large number of data points (or time series that are expending in time) running
this algorithm can become prohibitive. Capitalising on the separability of the divergence (3) it is possible to perform NMF on mini-batch
of data to reduce the computational burden or to allow for parallel
computations [13].
When considering time series as defined above, each column
([V]:n ) of the matrix V contains all the features for a specific time
frame and each row ([V]f : ) represents a particular feature along time.
The number of rows is then a parameter of the low-level representation and only the number of columns can increase while increasing
the amount of data. Therefore, in contrast to the approach proposed
in Şimşekli et al. [13] we decide to decompose the matrix V in B
mini-batches of time frames that contain all the features for the given
frame (see also Figure 1).
For each batch b, the update of the activations Hb corresponding to Vb can be obtained independently from all the other batches
with the standard MU rules (10). The update of the bases W on the
other hand requires the whole matrix V to be processed. The positive
contribution of the gradient (∇+ W) and the negative contribution of
the gradient ∇− W are accumulated along the mini-batches. W is
updated once per epoch with the standard MU rule (11) as described
in Algorithm 1. Note that this is theoretically similar to the standard
full-gradient (FG) MU rules.
Algorithm 4 Cyclic mini-batch for MU rules
×N
, β, max epoch
Require: V ∈ RF
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: for ep = 0; ep < max epoch do
3:
Initialise ∇− W = 0 and ∇+ W = 0
4:
for b = 1; b < B do
5:
Update Hb with (10)
6:
∇− W += ∇− Wb
7:
∇+ W += ∇+ Wb
8:
end for −
W
9:
W← ∇
∇+ W
10: end for
11: return H, W

4.2. Stochastic mini-batch updates
When aiming at minimizing an Euclidean distance, it has been
shown than drawing samples randomly can improve greatly the

convergence speed in dictionary learning and by extension in
NMF [4, 14]. We propose to apply a similar idea to MU rules in
order to take advantage of the wide variety of divergences covered
by the β-divergence. Instead of selecting the mini-batch sequentially
on the original data V as in Section 4.1, we propose to draw minibatches randomly on a shuffled version of V. The mini-batch update
of H still needs one full pass through the data so the mini-batches
are drawn from brnd , a random permutation of [[1, B]]. On the other
hand, the shuffling of V is then used to ensure that there is enough
data variability in each mini-batch and a single mini-batch can be
used to update W.
Two different strategies can be considered to update W. The
first option is to update W for each mini-batch as described in Algorithm 5. This approach is denoted asymmetric SG mini-batch MU
rules (ASG-MU) as H and W are updated asymmetrically (the full H
is updated once per epoch while W is updated for each mini-batch).
The second option is to update W only once per epoch on a randomly
selected mini-batch. In practice as mini-batches are drawn from a
random permutation of [[1, B]] updating W on the last mini-batch
selected is equivalent to select a random mini-batch as described in
Algorithm 6. This approach will be referred to as greedy SG minibatch MU rules (GSG-MU).
Algorithm 5 Asymmetric SG mini-batch MU rules (ASG-MU)
×N
, β, max epoch
Require: V ∈ RF
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: Shuffle V
3: for ep = 0; ep < max epoch do
4:
brnd ← permutation of [[1, B]]
5:
for b ∈ brnd do
6:
Update Hb with (10)
7:
Update W with (11) (with H replaced by Hb )
8:
end for
9: end for
10: return H, W

Algorithm 6 Greedy SG mini-batch MU rules (GSG-MU)
×N
Require: V ∈ RF
, β, max epoch
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: Shuffle V
3: for ep = 0; ep < max epoch do
4:
brnd ← permutation of [[1, B]]
5:
for b ∈ brnd do
6:
Update Hb with (10)
7:
end for
8:
Update W with (11) (with H replaced by H[brnd ]B )
9: end for
10: return H, W

4.3. Stochastic average gradient mini-batch updates
SAG [21] is a method recently introduced for optimizing cost functions that are a sum of convex functions (which is the case here).
SAG provides an intermediate between FG-like methods (as used
in Section 4.1) and SG-like methods (as used in Section 4.2). SAG
then allows to obtain similar convergence rate than FG methods with
a complexity comparable to SG methods.
We propose to apply SAG-like methods to update the dictionaries W in a mini-batch based NMF. Note that, as the full pass through
the data is needed to update H it would not make sense to apply
SAG here. The key idea is that for each mini-batch b instead of using the gradient computed locally to update W, we propose to use
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Fig. 1. Mini-batch decomposition of the data matrix V
the mini-batch data to update the full gradient negative and positive
contributions. In the case of MU rules, in order to prevent the oldest
(and possibly outdated) values of the gradient from causing instabilties we use an averaging based on an exponential forgetting factor
λ ∈ [0, 1]:
∇− W ← (1 − λ)∇− W + λ∇−
new Wb
+

+

∇ W ← (1 − λ)∇ W +
where ∇−
new Wb

λ∇+
new Wb

(12)
(13)

∇+
new Wb

and
are the negative and positive contribution to the gradient of W calculated on the mini-batch b, respectively.
Note that for λ = 1 this gradient update formulation is equivalent to
the SG approach described above.
Similarly as in Section 4.2, two different strategies can be considered to update W. The first option is to update W for each minibatch as described in Algorithm 7. This approach is denoted asymmetric SAG mini-batch MU rules (ASAG-MU). The second option
is to update W only once per epoch on the last mini-batch from the
permutation brnd , as described in Algorithm 8. This approach is
termed greedy SAG mini-batch MU rules (GSAG-MU).
Algorithm 7 Asymmetric SAG mini-batch MU rules (ASAG-MU)
×N
, β, max epoch
Require: V ∈ RF
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: Shuffle V
3: for ep = 0; ep < max epoch do
4:
brnd ← permutation of [[1, B]]
5:
for b ∈ brnd do
6:
Update Hb with (10)
7:
Udpate ∇− W with (12)
8:
Udpate ∇+ W with (13)
−
W
9:
W← ∇
∇+ W
10:
end for
11: end for
12: return H, W

Algorithm 8 Greedy SAG mini-batch MU rules (ASAG-MU)
×N
, β, max epoch
Require: V ∈ RF
+
1: Initialise H, W with nonnegative random coefficients
2: Shuffle V
3: for ep = 0; ep < max epoch do
4:
brnd ← permutation of [[1, B]]
5:
for b ∈ brnd do
6:
Update Hb with (10)
7:
end for
8:
Udpate ∇− W with (12) (with H replaced by H[brnd ]B )
9:
Udpate ∇+ W with (13) (with H replaced by H[brnd ]B )
−
W
10:
W← ∇
∇+ W
11: end for
12: return H, W

cost in time of these transfers is high and transfering data too often
to and from the GPGPU internal memory can quickly overcome the
benefits of GPGPU programming. One consequence of this limitation is that loop-based algorithms have to be treated really carefully
as any transfer to or from the GPGPU internal memory inside the
loop would result in slow execution.

5.1. Coordinate descent
The general CD scheme relies on iterations over the coordinate of the
factor. There is only limited performance gains in performing the full
nested loop section on the GPGPU (except that it would reduce the
risk of unecessary memory transfer). The positive impact of GPGPU
computing on CD algorithms essentially resides in the dot product to
be performed at the beginning of each epoch. For Euclidean distance
cost (Algorithm 1), the dot products WT W (line 3), WT X (line 3),
HHT (line 9) and XHT (line 9) are computed on the GPGPU, the
rest is executed on the CPU side. For KL divergence cost WT W
(line 3) and HHT (line 12) are computed on the GPGPU, the rest is
executed on the CPU side.

5. GPGPU IMPLEMENTATION FOR ACCELERATED
UPDATES
5.2. Multiplicative updates
Over the past years, GPGPU become increasingly popular in scientific computing as they allow one to drastically improve execution speed on computationally intensive functions such as manipulation on large matrices. Owing to these assets, GPGPU programming played a central part in the recent success of deep learning and
many GPGPU programming packages have emerged among which:
Theano [23], Torch7 [24] or tensorflow [25]. During this work we
decided to use Theano which is a python library and therefore allows
flexible integration within a full scientific programming framework.
The latency in data transfers to and from the GPGPU internal
memory is a critical aspect in GPGPU programming. Indeed the

By design, the MU rules essentially rely on matrices operation and
therefore appear as a good match for GPGPU programming. The
only looping in MU rules is related to iterating on epoch and on
mini-batch, all the rest (the core of the optimisation algorithm) can
be executed on GPGPU. Therefore, for each variation on the MU
rules described above, the portion of code running on the GPGPU is
the following: cyclic mini-batch MU (Algorithm 4, lines 5–7 and 9),
ASG-MU (Algorithm 5, lines 6–7), GSG-MU (Algorithm 6, lines 6
and 8), ASAG-MU (Algorithm 7, lines 6–9) and GSAG-MU (Algorithm 8, lines 6 and 8–10).

6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1. Experimental setup and corpus
The NMF algorithms are evaluated on a subset of the ESTER corpus.
ESTER is a corpus for automatic speech recognition composed of
data recorded on broadcast radio [26]. The subset of ESTER used
for evaluation is composed of 6 hours and 11 minutes of training
data [10], 132 constant Q transform [27] coefficients are extracted
16ms frames resulting in a 132 × 1 394 375 data matrix V.
Two different platforms are used to run the CPU code and the
GPU code1 . The CPU code runs on Intel R Xeon R E5-2687W with
16 cores at 3.10GHz and 64GiB, processing is accelerated with
Intel R math kernel library (Intel R MKL) to fully exploit the 16
cores. The GPU code runs on Nvidia R Tesla S2050 with 3GiB
internal memory. The host computer is equipped with 4 Intel R
Xeon R X5670 with 6 cores at 2.93GHz each (24 core in total) and
192GiB of RAM. The access to the GPGPU platform is mutualised
so there is no guarantee to access all the 24 cores at once within a
limited waiting time. Therefore it was decided to run the CPU part
of the code on a single core without Intel R MKL acceleration to
ensure consistent hardware setup from one experiment to another.
NMF are trained with K = 100 components. The Euclidean
norm cost and the KL divergence cost and the IS divergence cost are
considered. In order to limit the performance variability due to the
random initialisation, the processing time and the value of the cost
function are averaged over 5 different initialisations and the set of
5 initialisations is the same for all the algorithms in order to ensure
consistency of the tests. The forgetting factor for the SAG-based
algorithms is set to λ = 2 for the Euclidean norm cost and and the
KL divergence and λ = 1 for IS divergence. The mini-batch size
is 50 000. For clarity, we decided to plot the logarithm of the cost
function normalised by the initial cost function:
log(

D(X|WH)
)
D(X|WinitHinit

(14)

6.2. Results
In a first experiment we aim at comparing the performance of the CD
and the MU rules for CPU and GPGPU implementations. The MU
rules are applied to the three particular cases of the β-divergence: the
Euclidean norm (Figure 2-a), the KL divergence (Figure 2-b) and the
IS divergence (Figure 2-c). The CD is applied to the Euclidean norm
case and the KL divergence case. To our best knowledge the is no
CD for IS divergence and deriving one is out of the scope of this
paper. In general, GPGPU are always subsentially faster than CPU
implementations. This difference is lower for NMF with Euclidean
norm cost which was expected as they need a bit less matrix manipulations. Regarding the NMF with Euclidean norm cost, the CD
allows to obtain a lower cost than the MU rules which confirms previous work in the domain. Applying the CD to the KL divergence
was too slow (about 2 hours per epoch) compared to the MU rules
so the results are not presented here.
In a second experiment we compare the behaviour of the minibatch approaches to the baselines established earlier (see Figure 3).
The greedy algorithms (GSG-MU and GSAG-MU) in general obtain
performance comparable with the MU baseline. The dimension of
W is rather small compared to the H so it seems that there is not
much speed to gain by updating W only once per epoch. The behaviour of SAG-based algorithms is more spurious as can be seen of
1 Source

code will be at https://github.com/rserizel

Figure 3-b and depends largely of the forgetting factor λ. In the KL
divergence case λ = 2 seems already too large. The asymetric algorithms (ASG-MU and ASAG-MU) decrease the cost function faster
than other MU rules and to a lower value. However, in the case of
the Euclidean norm cost they are still outperformed by the CD.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed mini-batch stochastic approaches for the
MU rules and compared their performance with CD when available
for the divergence considered. The GPGPU was used to take advantage of the particular mini-batch structure and to efficiently deal with
the matrices manipulations. In every case, the GPGPU allowed reducing the computation time. When considering the Euclidean norm
cost, the proposed ASG-MU and ASAG-MU improved the standard
MU performance and bring the MU rules closer to CD. When considering other cost functions (the KL divergence and the IS divergence), the CD is inefficient or simply has not been derived yet and
MU is the most credible approach to perform NMF. The proposed
approaches then provide significant reduction in computation time
and obtain lower cost than standard NMF.
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